
Coping Technique for Those Suffering from Stunted Growth  
 
Tundras, vacant lots in the desert, asphalt 
dead-ends are no man’s garden; 
always freezing or blazing,  
as unnerving as a fist-wide-spider 
descending on red 
thread, or the black 
breakneck gallop 
of thunder & flooding.  
 
I’ve inhabited all of those climates, 
and I declare they’re indiscernible  
from a bouquet of barbed wire, 
from a bench strategically placed on an ice-berg, 
from a dirty cot where a nightgown snores vinegar.  
 
It is in such viscosities 
when the urban bus turns sinister  
and the bog beneath your feet oozes into a cemetery, 
and the tennis courts have been redecorated as sick bays, 
in precisely those 
viscosities when Time and Terror stick to you like 
hard candy on a tooth’s enamel, 
and you must light the kerosene in your eyesight, 
or you won’t see the putrid runoff, 
the boats dented like work boots, 
the sudden springtime of swollen dogs & mushrooms.   
 
Because that garden of tortured images 
is merely the Monday, the prelude 
to stiff gloves, knives on sharpening stones,  
and your eyesight of fire 
will need the velocity of interplanetary rubble outpacing Jupiter’s gravity 
to soar past the runaway train some paint as Death, 
(no less absurd than Birth or Romance), 
or a hurricane    
drawing a suburban block into its suction-gust 
and leaving behind nothing, 
except for a ladder.  
 
 
  



At All Costs, Coruscate 
 
My feelings lack Rudolph Valentino; 
they would prove more Iggy Pop 
if only I weren’t afraid of sharp edges.  
Thus, I hotfoot it across savannas where 
wide-eye’d lions of Rousseau gaze at me, 
twilights steeped in violet, zither plucked,  
vibrating the lowest string alliterating 
with my sleep on Wednesdays 
when metro wagons clack through tunnels 
reaching the glare 
of Minotaur peering around the corner.  
 
My senses sizzle less Cyndi Lauper 
than the grunt of Screamin’ Jay Hawkins after 
a repast of plenty-a-rice.  Verbs 
I wish I could wrench from murky sponges, 
yellow-jackets stirred to Maenad craze when 
dumpster brimming the hot funk of sugar, 
milk curds, and greasy bread, rises 
to the gaping jaws of the garbage truck.  
 
No crow has explained— 
at least, not with sufficient spunk— 
the interstices between sentiment and sediment.  
 
But I, too, tire of the sinews, the meatfulness  
of strain, sniffing the multitudes 
who starve, tear one another to shreds; 
blood, after all, is real,  
as is a kitten licked clean by her mother’s barbed tongue,  
or aftereffects of hot toaster chucked into bathtub.  
 
My worldview is not so much Spandau Ballet, 
but the pinging of moths against window; 
who doesn’t lick for more light in this cosmos? 
But I end up a snail leaving mucid 
afterimage, oozing forward on my sole roller-skate.  
 
 
 



And in August, the brushfires blaze, 
too much smoke to seal inside a thousand mayonnaise jars,  
though there’s plenty of slaughter here,  
plenty of hoagies just dripping 
sentimental meat.  
 
 
 
  



The Preterits of Puss 
 
Some rain lodged in my bones,   
so I dreamt a vessel which  
set off floating upon the crepuscular 
currents where red sharks 
dart, stitch themselves together, rip 
their bubbling calligraphy apart as soon as 
the word “Resinous” gestates.  
 
It’s taxing to amble about  
with rain lodged in your bones, 
worms sopping the mud 
in those vacant lots where 
nothing stirs but a few lizards. 
Useless to muse slippers, fragrant 
tobacco for pipes as heavy as an illustrated  
volume of Omar Khayyam,  
the mustiness of oak furniture, or rugs 
in homes unventilated by gentrification. 
 
Those evenings when leaves 
blink on the sidewalks,  
and cars sizzle past towing the bluster, 
and an overcoat pauses,  
approaches you while the traffic lights turn white 
freckled with brown, like ostrich eggs,  
and you look elsewhere in search of a signifier spinning  
a bicycle wheel bolted upside down on a carpenter’s bench 
in an attic among porcelain dolls. 
 
Within that overcoat dooms the courier, 
essential as trout’s skin grown 
ragged in icy river water, telling you  
lulls occur, but rain persists, 
your bones sloshing.  
 
Those ambulatory  
evenings when you reach midnight, 
and shuttered storefronts seem 
like steam above a railroad platform,  
and you lose your keys  
on a street the shape of ewe’s entrails, 



and the gallop of a black mare, 
(the color Black sounds like cinderblocks 
chucked into an open elevator shaft), 
flees the tableau where you lurch.   
 
That mare is the last 
of the heralds whose hooves 
hammer the soundtrack to the ceremony: 
the unfurling of grey flags, crumbling newspapers, 
and sludge instead of tears.   
 
Anguish, anguish, anguish,  
you smear your verbs against your eyes, 
you step out of your shirt, slink your vessel, 
with the sound of work-boots renting silk trousers,  
and you discover yourself 
inside-out of the rain… 
 
while under a vacant lot’s bush, 
a field rat settles in,  
and he warms to his den like 
a banker cutting a filet  
in a restaurant with starched table-cloths; 
 
he’s the one seated at that table near the large window 
showcasing this specimen of yours,  
and other droppings  
which some call ash, or poetry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



My Tears Are Aspirin Yet Surgeons Say I’m Gangrenous 
 
And then the resistance 
no more glorious than a night of indigestion. 
 
And if insurrection filled the streets, 
the leaves prove brittle as an octogenarian’s smallest fingernail. 
 
Winds.  
Yes.  
 
Purgatory, perhaps, as fruitful as a castrato.  
 
The clouds still refuse to bow for a beheading. 
(Fans of Super Bowl call this Honor.)  
 
Those who have whored every orifice of their body 
scoff at this supposed sacrifice, because 
Everyone’s for Sale…Everything.. .   
and all of a sudden the wind will succumb to the missives.  
 
Have you noticed the intersection between an oil derrick and a needle? 
Have you reckoned the similarities between roofing tar and fever? 
 
The Santa Winds are blowing in the key 
which only crags on Mars hear, 
and crags on Mars hear nothing but radiation. 
 
Let it take place on the streets.  
Let it puss. 
Hot tar brushed across a new boulevard.    
 
Anyway, 
 
I lean beheaded 
my bud flying, smiling, winking 
at the impossible clown’s tent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



State of Union 
 
This country with its death rattle, 
invalid country,  
country with fallen veins and feet 
bluer than malaria and genocide; 
slippery snake in the trousers country, 
but Golden Wig country; 
busted road country, 
but cufflinks glistening. 
This country the stripper 
spinning down the dance pole, 
eight twenty dollar bills in her crotch 
and dolls of rheum 
oozing in her memory, 
and a toddler swilling plastic gravy 
at home, yet no doctor 
to extract the tumor in her brain; 
this country like fishbone which I swallow; 
heart-artery clogged with engine coolants, 
saving accounts full of vapor country, 
this country, a girl with turpentine eyes and teeth full of rot; 
this country, basketball sneakers in a rat cage; 
this country, smog and oatmeal served in newspaper; 
horse tranquillizer and whiskey under the driver’s seat, 
this gardener’s glove from the country club 
dripping with retrograde alcohol; 
this country, earphones full of static and Arctic tadpoles, 
and this country, nothing but black eggs, 
but no crow thrashing in my grip. 
This country set me  
walking on my stumps upon a road of billboards, 
skyscrapers like filthy toothpicks, 
while I follow the broken river others call concrete, 
as the contumacious sun 
blazes       blazes       blazes    guiding me towards 
the season both north and south of nowhere 
where carbon sinks back into its original broth 
like a dinosaur arising from the sweltering Jurassic weather towards the tumult, asteroid, oil rig, 
and highways yet to be aborted.  
 
 
 


